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Civi l  Engineering: Yesterdoy,
Todoy ond Tomorrow

ROBERT F. LEGGET,

Director, Division of Building Research,
National Research Council.

An address deliaered at the official
opening of the Galbraith Building,
Unioersity of Toronto, March 7, 1961.

The dedication of a new building at a university for its
intended ude is always a memorable, and indeed often i moving

construction and its equipment for its intended purpose. Above
all such impressions, however, is the ever-present challenge
of the use to which the building is to be put, thoughts of the
successive groups of eager young students who will tramp
its corridors, learn in its classroorns and experiment in its
laboratories as they follow their university training, in prep-
aration for taking their places in the profession or calling
which they have elected to follow.

fhis kaleidoscope of impressions must be in the minds of
all of us today, as we gather for the formal opening of the
fine additon to the physical plant that houses the real Uni-
versity of Toronto represented by the Galbraith Building. We
think of the forecasts of the exploding numbers of young
people who will be attending this, and indeed all universities
in the next decade. We know that in its halls there will be
trained some who will achieve fame as engineers, some who
will use their engineering training as background for distinctive
service in other walks of life, and many who will serve faith-
fully and well in the varied ordinary callings of the engineer



new structure is honoured for all time by the name that it
bears, the name of John Galbraith.



"Who was Galbraith?" is a question that will be asked in its
halls many times down through the years by students of
inquiring mind who may have stopped to look at the rather
austere appearance of the stocky man with the sideburns in
the splendid portrait by Forster. "Who was Galbraith?" is a
question, therefore, that all members of stafi who serve in
the new building should be able to answer as they maintain
and develop thJ long tradition of "S.P.S.-, "the School", or
the Faculty of Applied Science and Engineering as it now
has been for well over fiftv vears. Most fortunatelv. all of us
have been aided in our appr6ciation of this very grleatman by
the fine memoir so affectionately written by one of Dean
Galbraith's successors, our own #eil beloved"C. R." Young.
Every graduate of this Faculty should be the proud possessor
of a copy of his slim volumeo which has recorded foi all time
the main events in the early history of engineering at this
University and, of perhaps greater importance, something of
the character of the chief participants in this pioneer develop-
ment. All who come to speak of John Galbraith will be in
Dr. Young's debt, as I so surely am today.

A practising engineer for ten years, first (and only)
Principal of the School of Practical Science, and then the first
Dean of the Faculty of Applied Science and Engineering,
Galbraith was in every sense the founder of engineering
education at this University. That he was also an eminent
civil engineer will not surprise us here today. What continues
to surprise even those of us who have heard it from senior
friends who were once his younger colleagues is the scope
of his activities and the breadth"of his viJion. At one time
personally responsible for all the engineering instruction in
the School, as well as for its administration, his weekly lecture
load of fourteen courses which occupied him for rerr'en hours
of every day seems to belong to an6ther world. But he took
this in'his stride, some of hi"s incidental concerns being the
need for increased accommodation for the steadily mourrting
numbers of students, and complaints at the inadequacies of
the building that so many of us know as the "Little Red School

*Young, C. R., "Early Engineering Education at Toronto, 1851-1919".
University of Toronto Press, 150 pp., f958.



House" still standing and still serving today, despite all the
abuse, oral and physical to which it has been subjected.

Can you not imagine the spirit of Johnnie Galbraith (as he
was affectionately known) coming over from his old office in the
"School" to wander around the building to be dedicated today,
lost in amazement at all he saw? Can you not see him looking
unbelievably at the air conditioning equipment that so distin-
guishes the building, contrasting this with his oft repeated
requests for any ventilation arrangements at all for the old
basement chemical laboratories, the smell in which defied
description. He would look enviously at even such mundane

recall the protest he had once to send to "Queen's Park" about
the man they had sent to him as a fireman for the old School

Come with me, then, in your imaginations across the
Atlantic, on to Plymouth Hoe in south western England. There
on the evening of 16 October 1759-almost exac[ly two hun-
dred years ago-we could have seen a stolid Yorkshireman



that provided the light for the new Eddystone Lighthouse,
now lit for the first time by three keepers in the lantern,
seventy feet above the rocks below. The man on the Hoe was

John Smeaton, the first civil engineer, prevented by bad seas
from being at the Light itself. And what makes the incident
so memorable for us today is not only the fact that Smeaton's
Eddystone Lighthouse #as in ma"i ways the first modern
civil engineering structure but also the fact that on the very
next day, 17 October 1759, London "went mad" as the news
was received of the great bpttle at Quebec on the Heights of
Abraham. It is quite a striking coincidence that the history
of the Canada of today is exactly contemporaneous with the
history of modern civil engineering.

John Smeaton was a most remarkable man but his genius
hai been rather overshadowed by the commanding ffgire of
Thomas Telford who carried oui his great works ift| yeats
later. Telford will always be remem6ered as the founder-
president of the Institution of Civil Engineers, today generally
acknowledged as the leading engineering society of the world.
But fifty years before the Institution was founded, Smeaton
had tak'en the first steps towards establishing an organisation
that still exists as the Smeatonian Society, today a prlvate and
exclusive dining club, now in its 180th year. The fact that
this society is so little known is entirely in keeping with lohn
Smeaton s own modesty. His name did not appear an)rwhere
on the Eddystone Lighthouse, his masterpiece. He refused to
agree to this, instructing that two inscriptions only should be
carved into its stone walls-in the storeroom "Except the Lord
build the house, they labour in vain that build it", and above
the lantern d,oor "24thAug. 1759. Laus Deo".

The epitome of the trie master builder, Smeaton can still
serve as an inspiration to all civil engineers; his portrait will
have, I am sure, a prominent place in Galbraith building. His
code of labour matiagement f6r the Eddystone work reids in
many respects like a very enlightened modern labour-relations
agreement. The _way in which he studied the site, despite the
difficulties of tides and storms, his reasons for selecting the
"moorstone" as his material of construction, his ingenioui and
original design of interlocking dovetailed stones [o form the



foundation of the toweL, and above all his library research

Smeaton was indeed a very great man."



distinguished career in the eighteen thirties and Thomas Keefer
his rather longer career in the forties, both men having been
born in Ontario. Sir Casimir Gzowski arrived in Toronto in

of the simple engineering works then required by the provinces
of Upper and Lower Canada, this being the real start of what
is today the federal Department of Public Works. And many
of the early members of staff serving the Commissioners were
native born Canadians, practical engineers who served Canada
well in those early days. The opening of the Victoria Bridge,
however, seems to provide a turning point in the history of
civil engineering in this country. Thereafter one ffnds British
engineers still filling advisory positions for Canadian work but
eventually even this service was called for on special occasions
only.

Little more than twenty years after the Victoria Bridge
was opened a man in stained and ragged clothing managed
to persuade the portly butler in a magnificent mansion on
Drummond Street in Montreal that he was not a beggar but
should be announced to the master of the house, even though
he was at dinner. The host who finally welcomed the traveller
was George Stephen; the man in rags Maior A. B. Rogers,
come out of the West to report in person on his discovery of
what was to be called Rogers Pass, the first way through the
Rockies for the C.P.R., today being used again for the Trans
Canada Highway. The completion of the Canadian Pacific
Railway was another focal point for civil engineering in this



country. Thereafter in quick succession came the building of
more railways, many notable bridges, canal improvements,
the pioneer water power plants, the first municipal utilities.

The opening of another notable bridge marked the turn
into the lwentieth century for Canadian civil engineers. The
Interprovincial bridge between Ottawa and Hull, more pro-
perly called the Royal Alexandra Bridge, was dedicated for
its intended use on 2L February 1901, and was hailed at the
time as the greatest bridge of the Dominion. Still serving its
intended purpose, and highway needs also, with modifications
onlv to its deck svstem. it has fallen into ill favour with the
planners of the ,ritiorr'r-capital so that its future iS question-
able, despite its eminence as an historic engineering structure.
The fact that in the construction of its piers concrete was not
permitted closer to the water surface than 20 feet is a telling
reminder of the advances made in civil engineering practice
in the sixty years of this bridge's service, a period well remem-
bered by many who are still active today.

With'the turn into this present ceniury, the tempo of pro-
gress increased yet again. The vision of the times is shown
by the detailed studies carried out for the proposed Georgian
Bay Ship Canal Although this project did not go ahead, the
building of the new Welland Canal was a reflection of the
same forward-looking planning, now brought to fruition by
the completion of the St. Lawrence Seaway and Power project
in these, our own recent years. The completion of the Jacques
Cartier pier at Montreal in 1906 set the seal of greatness upon
our unique inland ocean port. The findings of the Ontario
Royal Commission on highway construction in 1914 provided
a sound beginning to the phenomenal growth of road building
that is still in progress. Between 1900 and 1915, total railway
mileage in Canada was doubled, a vivid reminder that railway
building was a maior activity of the early part of this century
as also of the closing years of the nineteenth century. By 1910,
installed generating capacity in hydro-electric stations had
already reached one million horse power, clear indication of
the early start of this important branch of engineering.

There were set-backs, naturally, rnost tragic of all being
the failure of the Quebec Bridge, but even this was turned



to good advantage, constructive and painstaking study of the
failure being recorded in a masterly report that is still notable
as a landmark in the history of stmctural engineering, a repoft
of which it was said at the time that "England itself, the home
of royal commissions of investigation, has never, we fancy,
produced a report that could fairly be set alongside the report
rendered by these engineers." The report stands as a challenge
to civil engineers of today when all too often the results of
the study of failures, and especially of structural failures, are
carefully shielded from public gaze instead of serving as
beacons on the way to further progress. Will it surprise you
to know that one 6f th" CommissiJners for the study of 

'the

Quebec Bridge failure was John Galbraith?
To go further in recording the progress of civil engineering

in recent decades would be to recite a record of works of
which many of us have some personal knowledge. So many,
so varied and so widespread across this land are the works
of the civil engineer that to give even a summary list of major
achievements would mean the readinq of a mere catalogue.
Suffice to say that the forty thousand miles of railway IIne,
the four hundred thousand miles of highways, the seven hun-
dred paved airfields, the diverse canal systems, and the in-
numerable dock and harbour works along the long coastlines
of this land on ocean and lake are indications of the contri-

It is a grand story, this two centuries of expert effort in
converting an almost untouched land of forest, lake and stream



adulation. I remind you of it in order to provide background
for a critical review of where we stand today, for a v:enture
of imagina_tion into the years immediately ahbad.

Let us first, however, take note of some of the overtones



Mining engineers, mechanical engineers and electrical en-
gineers were soon making their own notable contributions to
Canadian development. Chemical engineers joined in later,

Canada, s;zmptomatic of the engineering team work that was
beginning to charactefize all larger projects.

This particular trend has continued, quite logically and
naturally, to the present time. With the attention of the public
diverted by all the arts of mass communication to the un-

state o,f civil engineering in the United States today. If only
as corroborative evidende, however, Iet me merely mention
that one well known educational institution. after in investi-

I I
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excellent subjects in themselves, as replacements for subjects
euphemistically called "specialised skills" these strange pro-
posals for undergraduate courses seem to me to savour of
panic thinking, carried out with no proper appreciation of the
role that civil engineering is filling today and will surely
continue to fill for manv decades vet to come.

What is this role?'A recent suggestion from across the
border is "the fulfilment of human needs through the adapta-
tion and control of land-water-air environment".* This seems
to me to be somewhat less satisfactory than the 140-year old
definition of Thomas Tredgold, written for the Institution of
Civil Engineers, which suggested that civil engineering is "the
art of directing the great sources of power in Nature for the
use and convenience of man". This is the elegant phrase
usually quoted, but Tredgold went on to say that civil en-
gineering is therefore "that practical application of the most
important principles of natural philosophy which has, in a
considerable degree, realised the anticipations of Bacon, and
changed the aspect and state of affairs in the whole world. . . .
Its scope and utility will be increased with every discoverv
in philosophy, and its resources with every invention in
mechanical and chemical art since its bounds are unlimited,
and equally so must be the researches of its professors."

"Changed the aspect and state of affairs in the whole world"!
This is a telling phrase, potent with meaning, ringing with
challenge. If Tredgold could suggest this in 1828, how much
more valid is it today. But the key to the statement is surely
provided by the words "for the us'e and convenience of man",
this thought being reflected in the more flamboyant modern
referencelo the 'Tulfflment 

of human needs". It is indeed for
the direct use and convenience of his fellow men that the
works of the civil engineer are executed-transportation facili-
ties of all kinds, power supply, water supply, sewage disposal,
irrigation facilities, drainage works and the foundations of all
structures, for whatever purpose they may be intended-so
the list can be continued. Although its bounds are not exactly
"unlimited" in the colloquial senJe in which this word is used
today, they are literally unlimited, the civil engineer having

*Seo Civil Engineering (New York) Vol. 31, No. 1, p. 57, January 1961.
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to stand ready to assist with structures for and the construction
of all new developments whatever they may be-launching
pads for rockets ti the moon o, * po#", stition in which a
nuclear reactor is to be installed, to mention just two currently
popular engineering projects.

Limitation of scope by precise, and concise, definition
appears therefore to be a semantic exercise of little real value.
This will be found to be the case with all very old human
activities, and civil engineering is indeed very old. Jointly with
architecture, civil engineering has its roots in antiquity. Almost
alone amongst what are so quaintly called the "mechanic arts",
these two professions, separately or together, can look back
on an unbroken history of well over two thousand years. Their
work developed in prbviding shelter for man 

"trd 
hir diverse

activities, and for his convenience, safety and service in the
communities in which he lived and worked. The really wonder-
ful modern developments of other branches of engineeritrg-
mechanical, electrical, chemical, aeronautical-naturally serve
mankind also, but inevitably within the framework of shelter
and service provided by architects and civil engineers. By the
very nature of the respective callings, this must always be so.
Why, then, the questions about the future of civil engineering?
The questions might possibly be addressed more properly to
civil engineers-asking them if they have kept clearly before
them their social responsibilities, whether they have accepted
fully their vital role of co-ordination in the prosecution of
engineering works, demanding of those who teach civil en-
gineering whether they have made crystal clear to their
students the high professional calling that is to be theirs,
sending them forth upon graduation with the challenge of
the years ringing in their ears?

If the concept of co-ordination sounds an unfamiliar note
to you, I am confirmed in my belief that it is civil engineers
who need to be questioned about their future, rathei than
that doubt should be cast upon the future of civil engineering.
Just as in the design of a modern building, one man must
co-ordinate the efforts of all the experts who are contributing
to the design of the finished strutture, the co-ordinator or
leader of the team being naturally and rightfully the architect

13



es, so in the case of engineering
ge to the most complex hydro-
cal plant-the linking together
y designed by the appropriate
the necessary essential services

is the high calling of the civil engineer, as is also the carrying
out of the necessary construction operations.

So accustomed are we, as civil engineers, to the fact that
c-onstruction o_perations are an integral part of civil engineering
that we may 6e guilty of having tiited to make this "clear not
only -to the pL,\l'ic but also to the young men at school in
search of a profession. In like manner, althbugh we commonly
talk about the wonders of structural engineering, have we not

he engineering of cities (muni-
mundane name ) is an equally
I Do not think that I am sug-
taint of Madison Avenue, any
lgramme", any shouting from
his, but what I am suggesting
s that I shall not now attempt

I to let it be generally appreciated
(and -especially by_ y_oung people) that 6ivil engini6ring, far
from being outmoded and a relic of the past always practised
by bewhiskered gentlemen inevitably attired in knee breeches
and high boots, is in the van of all parts of modern engineering,
with its o_w_n specialist branches- demanding the liighest of
scientific skills, but ffrmly rooted in public service and demand-
ing in most of its brancher u 

""po"ity 
for dealing with people,

either as co-ordinator or as adviser to lav bodies. thaf is
unique to civil engineers within our profession.

Let me revert briefly to municipal engineering if only to
direct y_our attention tothe presideritial adiress reEently given
in London to the Institution of Civil Engineers by Sir Herbert
Manzoni.o This was a masterly exposiiion of the work and
duties of the municipal enginber, Tor Sir Herbert has long
been _the very distingtiished city engineer of Birmingham. But
even he has to admit that:

oProc. Inst. Civil Eng. (London), Vol. 18, pp. 1-14, January 196I.
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Only in the most rare instances does a municipal engineer become
famous or even notorious outside his family circle,*and tf,en usually by
accident, a crime, a facility at public entertainment, or even an unusual
name. (But Sir Herbert goes on to say that:-) For his very obscure
but very onerous life's work he will not become wealthy in material
things but he will have enjoyed one of the most interesting and.useful
careers available anywhere in any profession.

be engaged and be able to advise the public bodies he serves.
For, as he says,

In the public service, where the client is the public or their repre-
sentatives, they often have little deffned knowledge even of their need
and less of the available means of its satisfaction.-Some one person has
to become aware of such needs and often has to use much persuasion
to convince sufficient people to support a proposal which may involve
much expenditure and the beneffts of which are little understood.

This is well illustrated in the case of town planning. Even
though comparisons may be "odorous", may I quote again
from Sir Herbert Manzoni in order to reinforce what I want
to say about planning in our country? Speaking of Great
Britain he was able to say that
municipal engineers have carried out almost the whole of tl-re town
planning work in this country from its inception to the time of the 1947
Act. In company with a very few civil servants . . . they have developed
its technique, set the pattern for its Iegislation by experiment, and carried
out its practices to the culmination of its latest professional status. Thev
have mide of it a model which the rest of the ivorld seeks to follow fa'r
behind and r,vhich claimants seek to inherit by envious attack.

Contrast this situation with the status of planning in Canada.
You will see at a qlance confirmation of what I have been
saying about our faiiure to make known what civil engineering
really is. Some of the most notable of the early town planners
in Canada were civil engineers, but where are the civil en-
gineers in relation to current planning activity in this country?
Unfortunatelv they are conspicuous 

"mainly 'by 
their absence.
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far northern Manitoba, and of the Dew Line in the high Arctic
being but a few of the many examples that are almost without
equal.

But when it comes to town and country planning and the
contributions of civil engineers to the betterment of our cities,
the picture is not quite so bright. It is true that much notable
work has been done by engineers; many civil engineers are
serving faithfully and well, but also silently, in some of the
planning activity that is going on in Canada today. Planning,
however, must once again be generally recognised as essen-
tially an engineering function. I say this not in any foolish
proprietory sense but for the very matter of fact reason that
sound planning cannot be carried out without due recognition
of ground conditions, the limitations that these place upon
subsurface work, and the existence of works and utilities
already in service. Beyond this, the very essence of planning
is the co-ordination of the varying demands made of any plan,
the welding together of diverse interests and the skills of
different disciplines with the objective of finding the best
possible sound and economic solution, always and necessarily
a compromise. And how better can the process of civil en-
gineering design be expressed than by such words, an equally
accurate outline of the planning process?

When the civil engineering aspect of planning is again
recognised, then we may hope to avoid occurrences such as
the siting of a housing development all the house services for
which had to be located in trenches blasted in solid rock, the
planning of a new town with attention given only to the
topographv of the site and not to what lay beneath the surface,
the subdivision of a city for so-called planning purposes by
using the street layout without any reference to the arrange-
ment of 

'the 
subsurface utilities, and (a feature to be found

not only in one city I know well but in several) the complete
separation of traffic engineering from the direction of the city
engineer, as though traffic operated in vacuo. What do civil
engineers now do or say corporately about such matters?
Nothing. This is a change from the past when the Engineering
Institute of Canada, and its predecessor the C.S.C.E., on both
the national and local level took a lively and public interest

t7



sixteen hundreds,

enforce the transport enactments of Parliament and Privy Council. And
three times a year he "viewed" every road, watercourse, pavement and
bridge in the parish and reported their state to the Justices, subsequently,
witti the latters' authority, levying a highway rate to bear the cost of
repairs."

rg



his works are put to public use, "viewing" them regularly and
reporting gpol jhqm if not to the Justices at least io pr6perly
constituted public bodies.

As we look ahead together {own the remaining years of this
century there is much that is hidden from our v-iew and even

t 9



possibly over-shadowed in the public view by the fascination'of 
th"'generating equipment itself. And the corresponding

overall planning, detailed desi
struction scheduling for industr
breadth of this laid will call
high order. More than this, the
us-that the time has come for
development debt by assistin
world with their pioneer devt
engineering skill being a truly .

In all this work, the appeara
of increasing concern to the civil engineer not 9n_ly because
the public may demand this but also because of the dictates
of his own conscience. The civil engineer is not at heart a
philistine ( despite all that some brchitects may think ) '
Throughout this land there are innumerable engineering
structules that delight the eye by the clean lines of their
functional form. One"may hop6 thai their number will increase,
gradually forcing into insignificance those other structures of
which we cannot be proud, always with the silent prayer that
the unbridled license of much so-called modern art may never
infect the clean functionalism of civil engineering design. In
the case of his larger structures, the civil engineer may be
expected to work more closely
partnership such as has alrea
Correspondingly, one may ho1
to see architects willing to wor
neers on their own building prt
and not by "fitting in the eng
been designed", reverting in a
master builder, but now the team rather than the individual.

It is in the engineering of cities that I think we shall see
almost the greatest advances in civil engineering in the years
ahead, not in the type of work done but in its scope and extent.
All too many smaller cities still have no city engineer-and
they show it. Many cities that do have an engineer give him
little or no support for the works he knows to be necessary in
making the smaller cities of Canada a credit to this land. Only
in this-way and bv an awakened public opinion can we hope



ment of the Ontario Water Resources Commission with its
clear mandate to treat water as 4 public treasure to be used
and yet conserved in the public itrterest on a regional rather
than upon any Iimited local scale. The conservation activities

A ffne start has been made, but only just in time. How much
there is still to do is a tale in itself. We must content ourselves
by recognising this challenge to the civil engineers who are to





w, can prove to be an inspiration
rf the drudgery which one hears
. it includes a rigorous introduc-
acility that every civil engineer

Imagination is also essential if proper appreciation is to be
given to what I firmly regard as the most neglected part of
most civil engineering curricula, our own Cinderella. Every
civil engineering work has some contact with the ground, and
ground londitio=ns are never the same in any twi locations.
S-urely, therefore, a basic part of all civil engineering courses
should be an introduction tb the study of subrurface conditions
through geology and through soil mechanics, subjects certainly
as important' as advanced structural theory, since every civil
engineer is going to have to work at some time with the
ground. New thinking in this direction has been shown at the
University of Melbouine in Australia which now has a splendid
combined course for civil engineers called Earth Science, em-
bracing basic geology, engine-ering geology, soil mechanics and
the beginnings of foundation design. I hope to see this ffne
example soon followed in Canada. I think also of practical
knowledge of the ground. It is my conviction that no young
civil engineering student should be permitted to graduate until
he has spent at least one summer on a construction project. He
will learn much, not only about the ground but abou? his fellow
men and management.

All this can be done only with absolutely first class students.
Civil engineeling is assuredly not a course into which students
may drift if not admitted into other much vaunted scientific
courses. Only the best will do-for a course that embraces
something from all the sciences, from mathematics to biology,
but one that goes beyond science. If only because of i-lie
breadth of its scope, civil engineering is one of the most
demanding of all disciplines.

Clearly, a start only can be made in the limited time of thc
undergraduate course. Accordingly should not a certain pros-
pect f6r the future in civil engiieering be a great increaie in
post-graduate training, geared to meet the times, much of it
given in evening hours? In this way the necessary training
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can be continued for those who are going to open uP new
paths in structural design, to improve lhe fractic^e of fou_nda-
tion engineerin$, to pioneer in advances in power and__in-
dustrial plant c6nceptions, above all for those who feel called
to exerciie the planning function, for those who find the supply
and purification of water a challenge.

Post-graduate training, of which this is merely a glimpse,
can naturally be effective only if basic undergraduate -work is
sound and broadly based, upon such essentiall"old-fashioned"
if you will) technical subjects as have already been mentioned.
Beyond ali such technical subjects, however, is that wider
training that alone is going to convelt the school-boy into the
embrydnic professional mai. He must have his eyes opened to
"faery landi forlorn" through the medium of boois. It^is Dean
Galbraith speaking once again (with me in respectful but
strong support) when I say "that the chief object of a sch,ool
of apllied science is to train its graduates in such a way that
they are able to read".o They must read widely and they must
be able to speak in public of what they read since, as civil
engineers, they must be able to explain to lay groups the
intricacies and the significance of civil engineering projects.

Above all, they must be inspired-inspired with a vision of
the grand sweep of human knowledge, so interestinely es_sayed
in this Faculty by the silver strand of non-engineering subjects
running through all four years of study, inspired with the
challenge of all that civil engineering is going to mean in the
years a[ead, a vision such aslve havJbeei glimpsing together
in this hour, well founded in the past, acknowledging that the
days of the pioneer have gone, accepting the present, but
looking hopefully to the challenqe of the future, knoying that
just aiCaniadian civil engineers 5f th" past opened up aliparts
of this great land, so civil engineers of today and of the future
now have the responsibility of developing it well for the "use
and convenience" of their fellow Canadians, and of ensuring
that its renewable natural resources-water above all-arE
conserved till the end of time.

"All quotations from Dean Galbraith came from the speech he made at a
dinner in his honour in December 1900 as reported in Unioersity of Toronto
Monthly, Vol. 1, pp. 148-154, ]anuary l90L


